This paper considers a technique to deal with the problem of detecting and localizing objects in the data processing of electromagnetic induction (EMI) sensing. The technique is formulated using the concept of source power, which in our case is defined as the averaged sum of squared elements of a dipolar polarizabiltiy tensor over a measured time window for a transient electromagnetic (TEM) system. Under the valid dipole approximation to an EMI target, the source is point-like and therefore should occupy a small volume in space. This is the fundamental basis of the energy focusing technique for localizing a source.
Introduction
In environmental remediation of unexploded ordnance (UXO) contamination, the processing of electromagnetic induction (EMI) signals aims to discriminate UXO from clutter, and thus offer a costeffective way of cleaning up hazardous items from the sites. Current methodologies for inverting EMI data and using recovered parameters to make classifications have been successful (e.g., Bell et al., 2001; Huang and Won, 2003; Pasion and Oldenburg, 2001; Riggs et al., 2001; Tantum and Collins, 2001; Tarokh et al., 2004) . However, the techniques have encountered difficulty when anomalies arise from multiple targets. Major improvements in existing techniques could be realized if the data could be analyzed to reveal the number of targets and approximate the spatial location for each. This is the goal of the paper.
To formulate this, we consider a signal model based upon a point-target dipole, which can be adequately used to describe the basic physical phenomena of EMI under assumption that the length scale of a target is several times smaller than its buried depth (Carin et al., 2001; Das et al., 1990; Geng et al., 1999; Miller et al., 2001; Smith and Morrison, 2004; Zhang et al., 2003) . It follows that the measured EMI responses caused by an object are linearly related to its dipolar polarization tensor, which contains information regarding the orientation of the object and its polarization characteristics in three principal axes via a sensitivity matrix. The sensitivity matrix in this model is a nonlinear, complicated function of an object's location for a fixed sensor array. In case of multiple objects within viewing field of EMI array, the EMI responses are assumed to be a linear superposition of the response for each item.
In order to obtain source polarization information used for discrimination purposes, one sees that the inverse problem involves a crucial step of finding a source location to decipher a sensitivity matrix. The problem at hand might be formulated as a non-linear optimization that is simultaneously solved for source location and polarization in an iterative manner from an initial model (e.g., Pasion and Oldenburg, 2001; Smith and Morrison, 2004; Tarokh et al., 2004) . Alternatively, the problem of finding source location can be completely separated from the estimation of polarization spectra. Once the source location is determined in this way, the estimation of source polarization in principle reduces to the problem of a simple linear least-squares fit. Recently, Shubitidze (2007) proposed a method of combining total normalized surface magnetic charge model (NSMC) with a pseudo-spectral finite different (PSFD) method for localizing a buried object.
The central problem of source localization in the EMI data processing similarly exists in other areas like radar and sonar array processing (Frost, 1972; Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988 and references therein) . In these areas, an interesting source localization technique, collectively called beamforming, has been extensively investigated and used to find the direction of arrival of multiple emitters impinging on a sensor array (Frost, 1972; Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988) . Briefly, beamforming is a technique that performs the spatial filtering (Frost, 1972; Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988) on data received at the sensor array. Its fundamental idea is to pass signal from a direction of interest and filter out noise and signal arriving from all other directions using source power or energy as an indicator. The searching of an EMI source location is analogous to the finding of direction-of-arrival in radar. In this paper, we attempt to adapt the beamforming concept to our source localization problem.
The basis in our development relies upon the assumption that an EMI active source is a point magnetic dipole source. Namely, such a source is focal and localized and occupies a small volume. This model, if valid, implies that an energy focusing can be achieved via a means around an EMI source location from the observed data, and thus it solves the problem. Beamforming certainly provides such a technical way that can be adapted to carry out our EMI energy focusing for source localization, although its literal meaning is far from the EMI context. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. We first present the dipole-based data models used to describe EMI responses to objects. We then introduce the averaged source power and field power that are closely related to the energy focusing approach. We present the approach for transient EM data and discuss its relationship with a least-squares problem. Finally, the technique is illustrated with numerical experiments and applications to real data.
Data Models
A typical transient electromagnetic (TEM) system considered here has a mono-static configuration where the transmitter and receiver are aligned along the same vertical axis. An ensemble of monostatic EMI sensors, distributed in a plane above the surface, is viewed as a sensor array to interrogate an object, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 . For a UXO survey where a target dimension is often much smaller relative to the targetsenor distance, it is known that low frequency EMI scattering of a metal target can be well described by an equivalent induced dipole (Carin et al., 2001; Das et al., 1990; Geng et al., 1999; Miller et al., 2001; Pasion and Oldenburg, 2001; Smith and Morrison, 2004; Zhang et al., 2003) characterized by a 3 3 3 magnetic polarizability tensor
where the elements of the tensor p ij (t) represent a dipole component in the ith Cartesian direction due to a primary field in the jth Cartesian direction and p ij 5 p ji when i ? j. The equivalent dipole polarizability tensor P(t) contains the information regarding the geometry and material of a target as well as its orientation. For the ith measurement in M surveying locations, the secondary response d i at time instant t to an equivalent dipole source P(t) located at r is written as (Das et al., 1990) 
where
T are the magnetic fields at the object location generated by the receiver and transmitter coils with their centers at r Rxi and r Txi , and the superscripts x, y, and z denote the Cartesian components of a field and the superscript T denotes a transpose. The magnetic fields are computed via a line integral along each of the coils (Das et al., 1990) . Equation (2) describes the basic EMI process of illuminating, scattering, and sensing, Figure 1 . Schematic for interrogating a subsurface object with an active EMI array of sensors. A circle represents a transceiver.
and can be rearranged in another scalar-product form as
where a i (r, r Rxi , r Txi ) is a 6 3 1 column vector representing spatial sensitivities of the ith sensor to the object located at r, and q(t) a 6 3 1 column vector whose components are the elements of the polarizability tensor P(t) of an object. They are given by
Consider g multiple objects within the field of sensor view at locations of r 1 , r 2 , …r g and characterized with polarizations q 1 (t), q 2 (t), …q g (t), each of which is defined in Eq. (4). Assume that they are separate enough so that the EMI interactions between them are negligible. By linear superposition of individual contri-
defined in (4) is the spatial sensitivity of the ith sensor to the kth object located at r k . From now we suppress the position vectors of the sensor coils for simplifying notation. It is understood that the sensor information is subscript-indexed in the recordings and the sensitivity vectors. The measurements made at M sensing locations, in the presence of noise, can be conveniently expressed in a vector-matrix notation
T is M 3 1 measured data vector at time instant t, n(t) the corresponding M 3 1 additive noise vector, and A(r k ) is a M 3 6 matrix denoting the sensitivities of the M sensors to the kth object located at r k
For later use, we may recast Eq. (5) as,
where G is a M 3 6g matrix, given by
T , a 6g 3 1 stacked column vector of polarization coefficients of all g objects.
The observed EMI response, as illustrated in Eq. (5), is a linear combination of the finite dipole polarizations of multiple objects with spatial weighting coefficients as a function of the location of objects for a fixed sensor array. This is a generic dipole-based expression for modeling and inversion of EMI anomalies.
In EMI inversion processing, we need to determine unknown target polarizations as well as their locations from measured data. As usual, we would solve for these parameters simultaneously via a non-linear optimization problem from a starting model. However, note that the EMI response is linear with respect to dipolar polarization and nonlinear with respect to the locations of objects. This feature allows to separately find non-linear location parameters and then solve linear polarization parameters in a subsequent step. The former is a source localization problem that is considered in this paper. We will explore a way to find a source location by using a spatial filtering technique originally developed in the field of radar and sonar signal processing (Frost, 1972; Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988) . To adapt this technique to our EMI context, we describe the definition of a dipolar source energy first.
In a TEM system, we usually have measurements at a series of time instants, say, t 1 , …, t N . Over the time bandwidth of t 1 to t N , we may define an averaged energy or power of a time-varying dipolar source as
For notational convenience, a <?> is used in the following to represent the time average over a certain time window in Eq. (8). The average power can be rewritten as the compact form
where tr denotes the trace operation. The introduced source power P is viewed as a measure of the average polarization intensity over a certain time window, and reflects the EMI scattering capability of a target. In principle, its estimate, by a means from measured data, delineates an overall EMI source activity residing at a location. Relevant to the dipolar source power, average field power might be introduced across sensors. Taking the outer product of measured data d(t) and its transpose d T (t) and the corresponding time average, we have
where C is a M 3 M second-order moment matrix of the measurement. When the data are centered around the mean, C is generally recognized as a sample covariance matrix of the measurement, which in practice is an approximation of an unknown data covariance matrix with a finite set of snapshots. Using Eq. (6) and assuming that noise is independent of signals, similarly we may write a M 3 M theoretical data covariance matrix Ĉ aŝ
where Cn is a M 3 M noise covariance matrix, and Q 5 <gg T > is a 6g 3 6g source correlation or covariance matrix given by
In Eq. (12), Q ij is a 6 3 6 block matrix defined as <q i (t)q j T (t)>, which are the cross-covariances of source moments between source i and j at different locations r i and r j . Replacing the unknown theoretical covariance Ĉ with the observed one C in Eq. (11), we approximate
The observed C is linearly related to the moment power Q.
In this development, we will not consider to directly solve for the source power Q via Eq. (13). That requires the knowledge of the number of objects and their locations as well as noise statistic information. Rather, the problem will be approached by an energy focusing technique designed to adaptively find the underlying source activity responsible for field power in the absence of knowledge about the number, location and the amplitude of the sources and even noise covariance presumably. In this solution procedure, the average source power defined in Eq. (8) for a single scattering object is derived in a closed-form as the function of a source location r.
Method
According to the beamforming (Frost, 1972; Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988) , our interest is to obtain an optimal estimate of the source power P(r) at a location r. Assuming a M 3 6 operator F(r) and applying it to data d(t), we can write a formal estimate of the polarization coefficients as
Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (9) leads to
where C is the sample covariance matrix given in Eq. (10). Replacing C with the theoretical data covariance matrix and neglecting the noise term, in connection with the matrices G and Q in Eq. (7) and Eq. (12), we can expand Eq. (15) into the following form
Suppose that we have a specified source location denoted as r k . According to Eq. (16), the estimated power at that location might be split into two parts:
which shows that the output through an unspecified operator F(r k ) for the moment contains contributions from a source at r k and the contributions from other sources as well.
To reconstruct a source power defined as tr[Q kk ] at location r k , we desire, referring to Eq. (17), to design an operator F such that it ideally has the property
Namely, it has a functionality to pass the signal originated from source at r k , and filter out the source signals from other locations. If so, applying such an operator to Eq. (17) enables us to obtain a distortionless power output contributed only from the source at r k , i.e.,
Since power is positive, tr[Q kk ] should be sought under such a constraint as the minimum of the total array output power at r k given in Eq. (17). Therefore, an operator F that can realize our desired objective can be mathematically constructed by solving the optimization problem (Frost, 1972; Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988) min P r ð Þ subject to
This is the well known constrained least mean-squares problem (Frost, 1972) proposed in radar array processing for finding signal arrival direction. Following the standard method of Lagrange multipliers (Frost, 1972; Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988) , one obtains F from Eq. (19) as (Frost, 1972) ,
It is interesting to observe that the operator derived in this way has a similar form to the pseudoinverse for a weighted least-squares problem. Consider the case of a single object, for example, and minimize the following objective functional of
where C n is a noise covariance matrix. Fixing the location, we have the estimate of q in a least-squares senseq
We see that the F T (r) in Eq. (20) and L T (r) in Eq. (22) have the same form, except that the former uses a data covariance matrix and the latter a noise covariance matrix. However, assuming that the relation C 5 AQA T + C n holds and applying matrix inverse lemma (Golub and Van Loan, 1989) , we can show that
which means that for a single object the minimum power method of Eq. (19) is equivalent to the conventional weighted least-squares method of Eq. (21). The notation r for a location is suppressed in the above equation. Nevertheless, the main thrust of the constrained minimum power technique is adaptive in the sense that it can retrieve a signal coming from a desired location and it automatically suppresses interference signals coming from all other locations. Thus, in principle, it can be used blindly to process EMI overlapping signals caused by multiple objects within the field view of a sensor array. Let us step back to check if the focusing operator F in Eq. (20) holds the ideal property desired in Eq. (18). The first constraint, we call a strong constraint, in Eq. (18) is clearly satisfied because it is explicitly imposed in the optimization problem in Eq. (19). But for the second constraint, it can be viewed as a weak constraint that is implied in the process of minimizing the total output power.
Finally, substituting the operator of Eq. (20) back into Eq. (15), we obtain the closed-form expression for the output power
which depends only on the data, encapsulated in the sample data covariance matrix C, and location r. The matrix inside tr [N] operator is a 6 3 6 matrix. For a noisy environment characterized with a covariance matrix C n , the output of noise power may be similarly
Thus, the performance of the power focusing technique is measured using
which is an output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Cox et al., 1987; Van Veen and Buckley, 1988 ) at a location r. Although S is dimensionless, it is related to the power and we call it a pseudo-power spectrum of source locations. In our present application, we assume that measurement errors are spatially and temporally white Gaussian and take C n as an identity matrix since a scalar noise variance has no effect in the use of Eq. (25). In the numerical implementation to make the data covariance matrix C always invertible, we may replace C with C + aI, where a can be ad hoc chosen as a percentage of the average sum of the diagonal elements of C ii , i 5 1, …, M.
As we mentioned in the introduction, an EMI source is assumed to be present where there is a concentration of power in a compact volume. By scanning over the region of interest (ROI), it is expected that the focusing effect occurs in or near a source location where a dominant EMI activity resides, i.e., the position of a power peak localizes an equivalent dipole source in a spatial pseudo-power spectrum defined in Eq. (25).
Results
In this section, we present results with synthetic and real Geonics EM-63 time-domain data to illustrate the performance of the focusing method described above for detecting and localizing sources. The Geonics EM-63 system has 26 off-time channels ranging from 180 ms to 25 ms. The system is mounted on a cart with the rectangular transmitter (1 m 3 1 m) and two receivers (0.5 m 3 0.5 m) coils positioned along a common vertical axis. The system records the voltage due to the secondary magnetic field. The standard sensor height is 40 cm from the bottom coil to the surface (Geonics EM-63 technical note).
In the construction of a spatial power spectrum, a region of interest was sampled with 10-cm and 5-cm intervals in both the horizontal and depth directions. The sampling grid is suitable in our testing experiments in terms of resolution accuracy and computational time.
Simulation
In the simulated examples with the EM-63 system, the survey was conducted over a 4-m 3 4-m grid above the surface, with line spacing (in the x-direction ) of 20 cm and a station interval of 20 cm along each line. Two objects, which are equivalent to ATC 81-mm mortar and MN 76-mm artillery, are used in the simulation experiments.
In the first example, the centers of the two objects are positioned at (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) 5 (20.6, 0.0, 20.4) m and (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) 5 (0.6, 0.0, 20.4) m. Both have the same orientation, i.e., azimuth w 5 0u and polar angle h 5 45u. Fig. 2(a) shows a two-dimensional (2-D) plot of the EMI response at the first time channel of t 1 5 0.18 ms. From this image, a rough estimate of the horizontal location of the targets can be obtained, but information about their depths is not available. The focusing technique is applied to data contaminated with 1% Gaussian random noise. Fig. 2(b) shows the pseudo-power spectrum in the xz-plane. As expected, the source power is well focused, and thus the two strong peaks accurately localize the two point objects. When SNR is lowered to 26 dB, the spectrum becomes blurred and distorted (see Fig. 2(c)) . One peak appears near a ground-truth location while the other peak is shifted in depth and range. Nevertheless, this image still provides useful information about the number of objects and their locations. The experiments in Fig. 2 showed that the method appears sensitive to the SNR when dealing with overlapping signals as compared to the non-overlapping case of a single object (not shown here). These observations indicate the importance of understanding and quantifying how noise affects multiple-source localization.
In the second example, the location of the two objects remained the same as in the first example, except that the depth of object 1 is moved up 5 cm, i.e., z 1 5 20.35 m. The polar angles of the two objects are rotated to h 5 90u, i.e., the two objects are orientated horizontally. Fig. 3(a) is the 2-D image of EM-63 responses at time instant of t 1 . From this response image it seems hard to determine if it is a single object or two objects. Nevertheless, inspection of the spatial spectra (Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) ) that were derived at SNR 5 40 dB and SNR 5 33 dB, respectively, clearly delineates that there should be two objects.
In the third example, the location parameters of the objects are the same as those in example 2, but the orientations of the objects were randomly chosen to be (w 1 , h 1 ) 5 (150.0u, 70.72u) and (w 2 , h 2 ) 5 (53.08u, 65.84u). It is seen that because of the object's orientations, the response pattern in Fig. 4(a) is quite different from that in the first two examples. The analysis was carried out using noisy data of SNR 5 40 dB and SNR 5 33 dB. Figure 6 . Results of source localization with the test stand data. The object is an ATC 20 mm. (a) 2-D responses at t 1 superimposed with sensor locations (black dots). The data within the white rectangle were used for a source-localization test. Spatial pseudo-spectra at three orthogonal planes defined in (b): (c) xz-plane at y = 0 cm; (d) yz-plane at x = 0 cm; (e) xy-plane at z = 226 cm. Each spectrum plot is normalized by its maximum value and superimposed with a white oval/ circle whose center shows the ground-truth location.
Again, the reconstructed image of pseudo-power spectra (Figs. 4(b) -(c)) shows the two bright spots focused around the true positions of the objects.
Field Data
We assessed the focusing technique using test stand data collected at the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC), Vicksburg, Mississippi. (see detailed description in Pasion et al., 2007; Walker et al., 2007) , and one set of field data from a geophysical prove-out (GPO) site acquired at Camp Sibert, Alabama. Both types of data were acquired with a Geonics EM-63 system with well-controlled sensor positions (e.g., the order of 1-cm accuracy for the GPO survey). In addition, there are no geological background signals in the test stand data; some background signals have been filtered out in the GPO data. Considering any other random uncertainties in instruments and surveys, Figure 7 . Results of source localization with the test stand data. The object is an 81-mm mortar (ATC 81 mm). (a) 2-D responses at t 1 superimposed with sensor locations (black dots). The data within the white rectangle were used for a sourcelocalization test. Spatial pseudo-spectra at three orthogonal planes defined in (b): (c) yz-plane at x = 0 cm; (d) xz-plane at y = 10 cm; (e) xy-plane at z = 260 cm. Each spectrum plot is normalized by its maximum value and superimposed with a white oval/circle whose center shows the ground-truth location.
the estimated levels of observational errors are less than 5% for the test stand data and around 10% for the GPO data. Fig. 5 shows the ordnance used in the following field data examples. We first applied the focusing technique to the test stand data set for a small ordnance (ATC 20 mm, shown in Fig. 5(a) ). The 2-D EMI spatial responses at t 1 in Fig. 6 (a) are superimposed with sensor points (black dots). The data within the white rectangle were selected for a source localization test. The response has a pattern of a double peak. The reconstructed pseudo-power spectra are presented at the three orthogonal planes, respectively at x 5 0 cm, y 5 0 cm, and z 5 226 cm. From the two vertical sections in Figs. 6(c)-(d), we are able to define a source depth of about 26 cm, which is close to the ground truth. Correspondingly, the spectrum image at z 5 226 cm in Fig. 6(e) shows that the power is confined around the true location. The test illustrates that for the small item, an energy focusing effect is achieved with the real data. It also validates the assumption of a point-dipole model used to formulate the technique.
We next look at the results from the ATC 81-mm ordnance in Fig. 5(b) . The data were collected when the object was oriented horizontally. The pseudo-spectra at three orthogonal planes are displayed at x 5 0 cm, y 5 10 cm, and z 5 260 cm. At x 5 0 cm, Fig. 7(c) shows that the reconstructed energy appears spread more along the z-direction than that in Fig. 6 for the smaller ATC 20 mm, but a depth range of around 55 to 65 cm can be determined. In this spectrum, the stripe of the major power shifts to about y 5 10 cm relative to the ground-truth value of y 5 2.56 cm. At y 5 10 cm, the major power is concentrated around ground truth of x 53.55 cm; thus, there is no shift in the x direction. The y-shift of the pseudo-power is also clearly seen at z 5 260-cm spectrum plane. Overall, the EMI source activity is well focused for this larger object.
In the next two examples, we test how the distribution of sensors affects the energy focusing in the source localization. Fig. 8 illustrates the results from a MN 76 mm oriented vertically. The left panel is the response image at t 1 superimposed with sensors denoted as crosses and/or dots. The dotted sensors represent the ones actually used in the focusing tests. The right panel shows the corresponding spatial image of pseudo-power in the xz-plane. Referring to Fig. 8(a) , only used sensors (in dots) are superimposed in the response image in panels 8(b)-(d) for clarity. In the first case, the original survey points were used with 8-cm line and station spacing. Under such a dense sensor array, we see that the dipolar energy is well focused at a depth of around 60 cm. Next, the line spacing is systematically increased to 16 cm, 32 cm, and 64 cm by excluding some sensors in the tests. This equivalently produced several sparse arrays in a sequence. It is interesting to see that the images with sparser sensor array generally start to become blurred and spread out, but the peak energy basically remains at the same position. The focusing effect still is reasonably good with a sparse array. Figure 9 presents test results for a configuration similar to that in Fig. 8 , but with a varied distribution of sensors for the smaller ATC 20 mm, oriented vertically. Fig. 9(b) , which is obtained with a 30-cm line spacing array, shows the energy focusing as compared to the one in Fig. 9 (a) with a dense sensor array. Unfortunately, the other two sparser arrays fail to achieve focusing (Figs. 9(c)-(d) ). The final example is a focusing test using GPO EM-63 data collected at Camp Sibert, Alabama. Fig. 10(a) shows the observed data at t 1 as well as survey lines (composed of dots); a cross denotes a target picking position in the figure. It is known that the object is a 4.2 in. mortar. The sensors within the black ellipse were used for source localization. To check how the dipolar energy is distributed, we compute the pseudopower spectrum at a xy-plane every 5-cm along depth direction from z 5 25 cm to z 5 280 cm. In Fig. 10(b) , a volumetric spatial image of source activity is rendered with contour slices and superimposed with the xy-slice planes as well. The plots are normalized by the maximum value. It appears that the (x, y) location of the dipolar source is determined from the spectrum image at shallow depths. With increasing depth, the energy from a spectrum becomes stronger, and reaches to a maximum at the depth of 40 cm. After this depth, the power becomes weaker and significantly drops off after z 5 260 cm, until disappearing at the deeper depths.
Conclusions
We applied an adaptive focusing technique originated in radar signal processing to source localization in EMI sensing. The principle of the technique is to design an operator applied to sensor data that can ideally pass source activity in one location, while rejecting or attenuating unwanted sources 'emitted' elsewhere and noise sources. The technique is adaptive in that it can be used to automatically detect and localize one or more objects of interest within viewing field of an EMI sensor array.
The operator was mathematically constructed by minimizing an objective function of total source power constrained by a unity response about one specified location. The source power, defined in Eq. (15) for an EMI dipole object, was finally expressed as a function of a source location and related to sensor data condensed in the sample covariance matrix. For a noisy environment, we use the spatial pseudo-power given by Eq. (25), which is equivalent to an output SNR, for tracking source location in a region of interest.
We evaluated the feasibility of the technique through numerical and real experimental data. These results, although preliminary, proved the technical principle and showed the potential of the technique for EMI signal processing in terms of its functionality of spatial filtering. In particular, the pseudo-power images obtained with the real data show that an EMI scattering object is localized, i.e., taking a small volume in space, and the energy focusing effects are achieved around the sources. We note that the pseudo-power spectrum appears to have better resolution laterally than vertically, as indicated in real examples. This may be explained by the fact of the limited field view of a surface sensor array used to illuminate an actual object.
This preliminary investigation has shown that the technique has promise in EMI signal processing. However, one should keep in mind that the current methodology would fail or perform poorly under some circumstances: 1) when the objects are close to a sensor where a dipole approximation no longer holds; 2) in the case of two objects that are so close that matrix G almost becomes singular, the method would lose capability to distinguish sources from separate locations; and 3) mid to low SNR. The current method is sensitive to the SNR when dealing with overlapping signals. In summary, it is useful to further understand and quantify factors that affect the resolving power of the technique and assess its performance under various noise conditions and seek its improvements for practical applications. 
